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     Coursework Report 

 My Education at West Virginia University is one that I’ve been proud of since my first 

day of college. I feel as if my major, communication studies and all of the other classes I’ve been 

fortunate enough to take are preparing me for a future career in whatever I choose to do. 

Communication Studies pushes students to be the most well rounded people they can become. 

You start out as a student but then leave as a functioning member of society. All of the classes I 

have taken in the Communication Studies department as well as other departments in our school 

along with my extra curricular activates have been incredibly beneficial in my education, my 

preparation for my up-coming career and my shaping as a well-learned and cultured individual.  

  When I leave West Virginia in August I will have over 150 hours of classes 39 of those 

hours have been dedicated to communication level classes. Three communication studies classes 

in particular have stuck with me and will continue to stick with me in everything I do in the 

future; Persuasion, Health Communication, and Gender and Communication. They are incredibly 

diverse classes ranging on extremely different topics but each of them have helped me become 

the person I am today.  

 Persuasion, otherwise known, as Communication 404 is an upper-level communication 

class that pushes the individual to become not just a better persuader but learn how to not be 

persuaded as easily. Number 7, in the Communication Studies department outcome goals is 

“Design and evaluate appropriate strategies for social influence.” This class encompasses this 

goal entirely, Not only are you learning and comprehending different persuasion techniques but 

you yourself are creating strategies to influence individuals. All of our projects were centered on 



persuading individuals to participate in a certain behavior, or believe a certain idea. This class  

and what I learned from it will continue to be very beneficial in the workforce because it taught 

you many theories that are very applicable, whether it’s social learning theory or even 

reinforcement theory.  These theories are excellent starting points in comprehending basic 

persuasion skills. We became well versed in our theories in this class, and this is something that 

sticks with you. All of the theories in persuasion are very helpful in all aspects of 

getting/keeping/excelling at a job. In my potential line of work, of event planning, these 

persuasion skills are helpful in selling yourself to a client, handling co-workers and even are 

applicable to public speaking events. Everything I’ve learned from this class is something that I 

will continue to take with me as I move throughout my future career. 

 Health Communication was a class I didn’t expect to become so passionate about. I 

didn’t fully comprehend what the class consisted of. I was expecting something much different 

than I received, and that has become one of the greatest rewards from taking this class. Health 

Communication consisted of educating the students on Social Marketing, and what social 

marketing really means to our society. Prior to this class I had no concept of social marketing. 

Social marketing consists of creating a behavior change; this is really why it’s involved in health 

communication because with any health issues you are trying to bring about a change. 

Throughout the semester we developed and worked on a health campaign called “Check Yo 

Nutz.” 

  I think that my learning experience from this class let alone this campaign is going to be 

incredibly valuable in the workplace. For one, it really taught me the importance of 

understanding the meaning of a Target Audience and for my future career in event planning this 

concept is very important. At all times I need to be aware of what my target audience/client 



wants. In restaurants the number one rule is the customer is always right, well in my career this 

rule is applicable as well. My Client is always right because what my client wants it what I 

should be presenting them. You have to know and understand your client innately to give them 

what they want. Also this class was a lot of group work and this is important because in my 

chosen profession I will always be working with other people, so I’m not only relying on myself 

but I’m relying on others and this is incredibly important to remember. You want to make sure 

that when working as group you act as one individual, when the group succeeds you succeed as 

well. 

 Finally the last class that has had a lasting impact on me is Gender and Communication. 

I’ve always been someone that has been zealous about the oppressed and minorities. Prior to 

taking this class I never really realized that women are oppressed and a minority. It was shocking 

to realize that I need to continue to be passionate these issues because I’m fighting for myself. 

On a daily basis people are oppressed world wide because of religious beliefs, gender, sexual 

orientation, geographic locations etc. This class went into this oppression on a critical 

perspective. This class is incredibly important in the workplace because it teaches you to view 

things in a global point of view.  We need to understand the history of struggle. That is 

something that this class did very effectively it taught me a lot of history that was much needed. 

 We covered many history lessons that encompassed many different issues, whether it was 

the rise of women in the workplace or the apartheid in South Africa. Every Gender related issue 

was touched on. Even current issues were included in our class lectures. These are important 

issues that I need to be aware of if I want to be a successful member of the workforce. You have 

to know where you came from to see where you’re going.  



 In my opinion every class I’ve taken at West Virginia has helped shape me and at the 

very least taught me something important I’ve taken a wide variety of classes all the way from 

Geology to Public relations. They have all added to my education and helped to continue develop 

my personal growth. I would have to say that the classes that I have enjoyed the most besides 

communication studies classes would have to be sociology. In fact, I’ve enjoyed sociology 

classes so much I made it my minor. I believe that Communication Studies as a major and 

Sociology as a minor complement and benefit one another.  

 One of the reasons I believe I liked Gender and Communication so much was because 

how similar it was to a lot of the topics that were uncovered in my Sociology classes. I’ve taken 

a plethora of different classes, some of them dealing with race relations, while others are focused 

on sociological theories. There is nothing that I couldn’t learn about sociology that I don’t 

foresee being incredibly helpful in my future endeavors. If I’m going to work with people for the 

rest of my life, I’m going to have to understand them and understand the proper interaction 

techniques.  

 Another set of classes that I’m particularly proud to have taken so many is Language 

classes. Since my Communication Studies degree is a Bachelor of Arts, all students are required 

to take four semesters of a foreign language. At first, I was against this idea, as I didn’t see the 

benefits. Now as I look through future job openings, a lot of them call for some understanding of 

a foreign language. I have that understanding just from a continuous education in French. This 

makes me more marketable in the work place. Also it holds true to my concept of always 

working with people. Sometimes I will be working on an international level and will need to 

communicate in different languages. French along with extensive background in sociology 



classes are going to prove incredibly helpful in upcoming search for a job as well as maintaining 

a job. 

 At an early age my parents installed drive and motivation in me to excel in school. In 

their words I was always on the “College path.” Neither of my parents was as fortunate as myself 

to have the opportunity to receive any higher education. The great thing with my parents is that 

they have always pushed me to do other things than school; they both know how important extra 

curricular, work experience and volunteer work is in shaping an individual to an adult. 

  Anything I could involve myself in was important. I’ve played an active member in my 

sorority with several leadership positions that have been beneficial for my transition into an adult 

with important social responsibilities. I’ve held three executive positions in the three years that 

I’ve been a member of Alpha Omicron Pi. Each of them has revolved around event planning or 

event coordination. It’s amazing that these positions have granted me with such experience that 

is so prevalent for my future career. I’ve not only participated in extra curricular activities I’ve 

also usually maintained a part-time job. With a part time job you maintain a sense of 

responsibility as well as time management skills. I feel as if I’m very versed in these qualities. I 

know how to maintain a schedule and multi-task many different responsibilities.  Also all of my 

jobs have seemed to revolve around customer service, whether it’s working in a summer camp or 

in restaurants. They’ve all revolved around making the customer happy and dealing with people 

at all times of the day. 

 All of my experience as well as my classes have lent into my development of my 

education as a person and as a student. There have been many connections with my college 

courses as well as my education outside of the classroom that are interrelated. I’ve seen a lot of 

similarities with my persuasion classes in a lot of the things that I do. There are times when I feel 



as if the many theories I’ve learned in persuasion would have been incredibly beneficial if I was 

still an active member of my sorority. I could use persuasive techniques to impact and change 

sister’s views on certain topics. As well as all of my work with event coordination, these theories 

are applicable in helping decide how to convince/help my clients make certain decisions. I do 

feel as if these theories will continue to be important to myself once I get in the workforce and 

I’m “competing” for a job along with the other million May 2011 graduates. 

 My three communication classes: persuasion, health communication and gender and 

communication are incredibly influential because of many different reasons. Persuasion gives 

you the power to gauge the most valuable theories in different situations. While health 

communication teaches you the value of your target audience. And finally gender and 

communication teaches you the value of self-worth and viewing personal and world issues in a 

critical point of view. My Education has been so much more than just four years. It’s been hard 

work in a lot of classes, an extreme participation in extra curricular activities as well as work 

experience.  It’s knowledge and power and a combination of many different aspects and changes 

throughout my life that have lent to my education as not only a student but as a person.  


